
Straw harrow

5 rows of harrows
Encourage weeds to germinate 
quickly from the same depth at 
the same time

Adjustement of the rod working
angle with a manual ratchet

Independant adjustement
of the last 2 rows

Parking stand
Uniform rod working angle 
adjustement on all the 
width of the machine

Hydraulic adjustement

2 rows of adjustable coulters (optional)

Can be oriented from 0° to 6° in function of the 
soil management expected and the season:
- 0°: green manure destruction with no soil 
working
- 6°: To prepare the seed bed for direct seeding 
of wheat after corn harvest

Coulters discs
Ø400 mm

Easy coulters angle
adjustement
With a parallelogram system

- Adjustment of the rod working angle from the cab
- Ensure a precise working deppth adjustement
- Quickly off pressure in wet or green areas to avoid blockages

Hydraulic adjustement5 rows of harrows

- Creating a quick and effective germination of weed seeds
- Good repartition of the straw on the field
- Destroying slug eggs and reduce slug activities

Tine 16x760 mm
Space between tines 61 
mm

Uncoupling in total security with 
no pressur on the central tines
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- To increase the chopping of the straw
- Coulters can be orientated from 0° to 6°
- Hydraulic adjustement of the working depth

2 rows of adjustable coulters

Options

- Favors hight speed work in difficult condition
- Ensure a precise working depth adjustement
- Good stability of the machine with a hight working width

Front depth control wheels

- Shallow tillage with the 3 first rows on the top soil (2-4cm)
- Allow an agressiver and deeper work with the 2 last rows for
summer management of crop residues
- Easy adjustement with a manual ratchet

Independant adjustement of the last 2 rows Transport width 3m

DSF 1000 DSF 1600 /2200

          Working width 6,20 8,60

          Weight (kg) 1 670 2 310

          Weight (kg)
               with coulters 3 590 4 990

          Power (hp) 130 - 180 150 - 200

         Number of tines 50 70

         Number of coulters 60 76

Angebaut

Seeding ramp


